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2021 Advanced Academics Summer Study 

AP Language & Composition 

Aledo ISD Advanced ELAR courses are focused on College Board’s Areas of  Focus for English classes: 
reading closely, valuing evidence, and noticing language choices. Our Pre-AP and AP Summer 
Studies were designed with these focal points in mind. All students enrolled in advanced ELAR courses 
are required to choose at least ONE text f rom a list of  titles curated for their literary value and the author’s 
purpose and craf t evident in the text. Each course’s summer study also contains a highly recommended 
accompanying task designed to support the reader’s practice of  College Board’s Areas of  Focus. 
Students will be asked to use their resulting deep understanding of  texts read over the summer in 
classroom discussion and compositions during the f irst unit of  instruction and throughout the 2021-22 
school year. 

-Staci Hammer, ELAR Curriculum Specialist, Aledo ISD 

Text Choices-Please select ONE memoir from the list of three below. 
AP Lang is your introduction to an author’s rhetoric-the art of  writing ef fectively, eloquently, and 
persuasively. Many selections we will read this school year will be non-f iction. Your summer study will 
focus on the rhetoric of  non-f iction authors and the way in which they craf t their writing. Each of  the 
selections below addresses at least one of  the concepts, which are important to our class and 
applicable throughout the course.  

*Some of these titles may contain mature language and/or situations. Select the text with which you are most comfortable. 

 

Beautiful Boy: A Father’s Journey Through His Son’s Addiction, by 
David Sheff 

A father’s journey through his son’s drug addiction that chronicles the heartbreaking 
and inspiring experience of survival, relapse and recovery in a family coping with 
addiction over many years. 

 

The Glass Castle, by Jeannette Walls 

A girl recounts her childhood with parents who chose to live life by their own rules, 
even if it meant being homeless.   
 

 

Unbroken, by Laura Hillenbrand 

A World War II story of survival, resilience, and redemption that recounts Louie 
Zamperini’s struggle as a prisoner of war and dealing with the aftermath of his 
accounts. 
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Recommended Task- The purpose of this assignment is to familiarize yourselves with the key 
components that create an alluring memoir. Your chosen memoir will serve as a mentor text when you write 
your own memoir in the fall. 
Memoir Analysis Chart 
 
Instructions: As you read your memoir, you will identify dif ferent elements the author utilized to craf t 
his/her text. The purpose of  this exercise is to help you understand how these choices work to achieve 
purpose and create a connection with the reader. Be sure your answers extend beyond the obvious 
and of fer a higher level of  comprehension through your sophisticated analysis.  
 
Here is the digital version of  this task. You are not limited to the space provided in the boxes currently. 
As you type, the boxes will expand. You may use as much space as you need. Be sure you include 
textual evidence for each of  the examples you include. If  digital access provides challenges, you may 
recreate this task on paper, mirroring the example below. Be sure to add one row per example. 
 
Name: __________________________________ Title of Book: ____________________________ 
 

Author’s Purpose How do you know? (Cite text evidence.) 

  

Find three dif ferent tones the author creates through diction. 
Tone and Text Evidence 
(Hint: Use adjectives to 

describe tone.) 
Page # Explain how diction indicates author’s tone. 

   

Find three dif ferent examples of  sensory language.  
Sensory Language and Text 

Evidence Page # How does the sensory language bring the author’s 
recounted memories alive? 

   

Find three dif ferent examples of  dialogue that drive the memoir forward.  
Text Evidence/Chosen 

Dialogue Page # How does the dialogue affect the narrative? 

   

Find three dif ferent examples where the author expresses vulnerability through shared experiences.  
Quote/Text Evidence Page # How does the information shared help draw you, 

the reader, into his/her story? 
   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Xj95bbEuOl8DGGYWM2mOX9KnyIpgr7SirycwmDQ6F8Q/copy
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Find three examples where the author uses descriptive language to establish the setting. This could 
include the location, time, season, date… 

Text Evidence Pertaining to 
Setting Page # 

How/why are the details regarding setting 
important? Is there something symbolic about this 

information? 
   

Find three dif ferent examples of  expressed raw emotion—anxiety, humor, sympathy, excitement… 
Raw Emotion and Text 

Evidence Page # How does the information shared help draw you, 
the reader, into his/her story? 

   

Find three dif ferent literary devices used to enhance the story—foreshadowing, f lashback… 
Literary Tool and Text 

Evidence Page # How does this affect the story? 

   

Find three moments f rom the story that especially stood out to you.  
Text Evidence Page # Why did you choose this text? What moved you? 

   

Final Task: Write a book review for your peers. Explain what you liked, what you did not like, what you 
learned, and why you would or would not recommend this book for others to read. 

_______ 
 
Once you have completed the recommended task: If  you completed this task digitally, please 
save it in your Google Drive. If  you completed this task on paper, please bring your work to school the 
f irst week. 

_________ 

Close Reading Instructions: You should annotate in your book while reading. Interact with the text 
by making notes in the margins where you are emotionally moved, intellectually stimulated, or inspired 
to action in some way. The following techniques will be present in your chosen memoir. Mark these 
elements in your books and include notation as to why you have marked something. Remember, 
highlighting only is not considered authentic annotation.  
 What is the author’s intended purpose? (Hint: it is not merely to inform.) 
 Describe the author’s tone based on choices in diction. Do not just pick out words; consider the 

phrasing used. How do you know for sure what tone the author has created with his/her choices? 
 What sensory language does the author use? Why is it ef fective? 
 How does the use of  dialogue af fect the piece? 
 What does the author do to help you understand his/her story? 
 How does the author engage you, the reader? 
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 Pay attention to things like tense, foreshadowing, and f lashbacks. How do these tools enhance 
the memoir? 

 Are there things about the setting that stand out? 
 Are there moments when the author is truly vulnerable –in other words, does the author reveal 

something about him/herself  that is perhaps dif f icult to say out loud for others to hear? If  so, how 
does this af fect the piece? 

 Is humor used? If  so, is it ef fective? Why or why not? 
 Were there moments when you could relate to what you were reading or felt like you could 

empathize with the writer? 
 
More Thoughts on Close Reading for All Genres:  
 Have a conversation with the text. Talk back to it. 
 Ask questions (essential to active reading). 
 Comment on the actions or development of  a character. Does the character change? Why? 

How? The result? 
 Comment on lines / quotations you think are especially signif icant, powerful, or meaningful. 
 Express agreement or disagreement. 
 Summarize key events. Make predictions. 
 Connect ideas to each other or to other texts. 
 Note if  you experience an epiphany. 
 Note anything you would like to discuss in class or do not understand. 
 Note how the author uses language: 

o ef fects of word choice (diction) or sentence structure or type 
o point of  view / ef fect 
o repetition of  words, phrases, actions, events, patterns 
o narrative pace / time / order of  sequence of  events 
o irony 
o contrasts / contradictions / juxtapositions / shif ts 
o allusions 
o any other f igure of  speech or literary device 
o reliability of  narrator 
o motifs or cluster ideas 
o tone / mood 
o imagery  
o themes 
o setting / historical period 
o symbols 

 
 


